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BALTIMORE, MD, UNITED STATES, August 21, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Readers will be churned in the
mysterious turn of events in Child of Darkness Child of
Light, a piece written by Joan Harris. The drama unfolds as
this thriller brings the readers into a graphic vision that
could only be seen in the night.

Harris takes her readers to an adventure that leads to the
satanic glow that is swirling above the old railroad tracks,
pulsating with the evil flickering with the light of hell
itself.

Child of Darkness Child of Light is an adventure that will
veer the readers to a different world of drama, intrigue
and suspense. The convoluted twist and concealed image
will keep them glued to each page with the purpose of
uncovering the next event.

The curiosity that readers will have for Child of Darkness
Child of Light is complemented by the author's
introduction of the peculiar object and the serenity of the
town. Harris delivers thrill to her audience, as one will
wrestle with different questions surrounding the
phenomena, in search for the answers that will surface
out of the story. This book is hard to put down, even just for a short while.

About the Author:
Joann Harris was born in Durham, North Carolina and from an early age, she always wanted to
write horror. What is it about horror that she finds so tantalizing? For one she finds terror a thrill
a minute. Even when she was a teen she taunted her friends and relatives with stories about
blood and gore, embellishing on the sordid details as they squirmed and cringed. Harris
currently resides in Baltimore, Maryland.
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